Let r be a faithful normal semifinite trace on a semifinite von Neumann algebra M. Under the strong sum, strong product, and the adjoint operation, the set of all closed densely defined r-measurable operators affiliated with M forms a "-algebra M [7] . If a € M, the function 
L p°° is a quasi-Banach space (see [2] , Th. 2.1). Proof. Suppose that h is a nonzero continuous linear functional on L p°°. We take a nonzero selfadjoint element a 6 -a" )c)| = |A n ||/i(e)| and |A n |r(e)p |A"|||e|| poo = \\e(a -a n )e\\ poo < |ja -a n |] poo , h is continuous. and from the fact that the Banach envelope of L poo (B(7i) ) is isometric to L l (B(H)) -the ideal of trace class operators equipped with the usual trace norm (see [6] , [9] ||p(a + 6)||r<2^1(M|r + ||p6||r) and (aT&)(i, r) < 2r-\a(t, r) + b(t, r)).
Dual of non-commutative ¿
As a consequence, we obtain the subadditivity of NoiNoo), No(N<x>)-The homogeneity is also satisfied. Since 
Haagerup's Z p (Af )-spaces and weak Z) p -spaces
We now assume that M is a general von Neumann algebra (not necessarily semi-finite) and let AT be the crossed product of M by the modular automorphism group of a fixed weight on M. The Haagerup's i p (A / i)-spaces are contained in L poo (Af), 0 < p < oo, and we have
tr || • ||p-the norm (quasi-norm) in the Zp (A1)-space where a(t) is relative to the canonical trace r on M (see [5] , [8] ). Then there exists a unique element T(b) 6 L P (M) such that (see [8] )
is linear and continuous. On the other hand, for a 6
|tr(or(6))| < ||a||,||T6|| p = ^Aya)||T6|| p QA^(a)||r6|| p ) .
As a consequence we obtain:
There Finally, let us assume that 0 < p < 1. 
